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Mayor Ballard Announces Plan to Modernize City Fleet to Plug-ins/Non-Oil Fuel by 2025
Ballard Issues Executive Order #6 as Part of Broader Call to Reduce America’s Dependence on Foreign Oil
INDIANAPOLIS – Calling it a vital national security issue, Indianapolis Mayor Greg Ballard today signed Executive
Order #6, 2012 making Indianapolis the first city in the nation to require the purchase of either electric or plug-in
hybrid vehicles for the city’s non-police fleet. Mayor Ballard outlined his proposal this morning in a speech to the
Greater Indianapolis Progress Committee.
“The United States’ current transportation energy model, driven by oil, exacts an enormous cost financially and in
terms of strategic leverage,” said Mayor Ballard, a retired Marine Officer and Gulf War Veteran. “Our oil
dependence in some cases places the fruits of our labor into the hands of dictators united against the people of the
United States.”
Mayor Ballard also outlined steps to modernize the entire city fleet to electric or plug-in hybrid by 2025. “Over the
course of the last century, Indianapolis has been a leader in automotive development, so it is perfectly fitting we
lead the way again.”
Thanks to the leadership of Energy Systems Network working with its industry partners through the Project Plug-IN
initiative, Indianapolis has already been recognized by Toyota, Ford and the U.S. Department of Energy as a one of
the top communities for deployment of plug-in vehicles and charging stations with more than 200 charging stations
installed across Central Indiana.
Mayor Ballard’s proposal contains the following initiatives:
Executive Order #6, 2012 requires the purchasing of electric or plug-in hybrid vehicles for non-police fleet use.
The city fleet of approximately 500 non-police fleet cars will be replaced, as needed, saving taxpayers
approximately $12,000 per vehicle over the ten-year life cycle of each car.
Conversion of heavy fleet vehicles to Compressed Natural Gas (CNG). The city is currently working with partner
organizations including Energy Systems Network and finance experts to convert the city’s heavy fleet, including
snow plows, trash trucks and fire apparatus to CNG.

Developing the world’s first plug-in hybrid police vehicle. Finally, the city is seeking to partner with one or more
automakers to develop a plug-in hybrid police vehicle that meets the safety, power, electronic and range needs
of a modern urban police force. If a plug-in hybrid electric car could achieve just 40 MPG and meet the needs of
police officers, city taxpayers would save up to $10 million per year. The city’s current police vehicles average 10
MPG.
For more information about Mayor Ballard’s post-oil transportation plans, visit www.indy.gov/IndyEnergySecurity.
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